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As a lot of the unsigned rap and hip-hop artists know, being ‘unsigned’ to a major can be a draw
back in getting yourself and your music out there among the masses. Some artists even give up
or lay back when the ‘majors’ overlook them.

  

In the streets of Washington Heights in Manhattan there is an ‘unsigned’ artist who does just the
opposite. Minus P is one artist who stays on the grind knowing that his fans appreciate his
dedication and his performance.

  

He has done it all to get his craft out to the people. From making his own beats early on to
creating and producing mix tapes and even to his latest sold out album "WELCOME TO THE
HEIGHTS", Minus P is a hip-hop artist in motion.

  

Minus P is an example of what an artist can do with determination and the will to stay on the
grind. With the confidence of believing in himself and always reaching out to his fan base
through his very active show schedule, Minus P is sure to make his mark in the music industry:
signed or unsigned.

  

His music is getting air play from WPSC 88.7 FM "The Last Hip-Hop Radio Show", WDBK 91.5
FM DJ Danny J "The Mixshow Project" to WBLS 107.5 FM "The Wendy William's Show" and all
points in between.

  

Last week Mike Asadourian CEO of Safari Clothing announced that he and Minus P along with
W.H. Entertainment signed a deal for a 6 month period in which the rap artist Minus P will be
the spokes-person for the Safari Clothing line.

  

If you are interested in learning more on this Hip-Hop MC on the grind please check out his web
site HERE  .

  

You will be able to get news, hear some joints download some tracks and maybe a mix tape or
two, and you can see a 7 minute video of some of the studio work being done for the biggest
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Summer production from Kat Klaw and it's affiliates a new project called "Beat To Death 4"
featuring Rockness.

  

Check out Minus P&#8217;s web site and see what all the buzz and support is all about. And if
you are an unsigned artist, Minus P is an example o of what hard work and determination and
TALENT can do.
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